
AccuMapTM 
A rigorous data management and analytical tool that will 
help you find opportunities, create presentation-quality 
maps, and make faster business decisions. 
IHS AccuMap delivers tightly-integrated information and functionality to support 
exploration and development in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin, the 
Frontier areas and the Williston Basin. 

Well known for its ease of use, rich datasets, education, training and support, 
AccuMap provides you with the ability to work through a play from discovery to 
production, all within one application.  

Customer feedback has provided the foundation to deliver 
functionality that complements your daily workflow. 

 ‒ IHS Markit conducts regularly-scheduled meetings with customer  
Special Interest Groups that result in developing an action plan around  
future development.

 ‒ Through the course of our meetings, customers asked for improved  
information currency, changes to the user interface, integration among our 
platforms to streamline workflows, enhancements to key databases and 
increased access to our domain experts. You asked and we delivered.

YOU ASKED.  
WE LISTENED.

Our developers work 
hard to make AccuMap 
a tool that exceeds your 
expectations, with:

 ‒ The addition of the 
Microsoft® Ribbon 
for intuitive access to 
tools and the ability to 
specify favorite views

 ‒ The ability to quickly 
view multiple  
datasets to see the big 
picture opportunity

 ‒ New advanced tools 
to help you better 
analyze your area of 
interest, including 
Profile Viewer, 3D 
Wellbore Viewer and a 
Correlation Module



IHS Markit continues to be your partner in your day-to-day decision making, 
with AccuMap being the solution shaped by industry, for industry.

Combine your experience and insight with the extensive datasets in AccuMap modules to 
develop the land, geological, and geophysical picture of your area of interest. 

Refine your queries and filter the data, share that data between selected modules, and 
quickly develop the map you need for a presentation.
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IHS Markit (Nasdaq: INFO) is a world leader in critical information, analytics and solutions for the 
major industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers next-generation 
information, analytics and solutions to customers in business, finance and government, improving 
their operational efficiency and providing deep insights that lead to well-informed, confident decisions. 
IHS Markit has more than 50,000 key business and government customers, including 80 percent of the 
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sales & training
T    +1 403 770 4646

 (8:00AM - 4:00PM MST) 

E    sales.energy@ihsmarkit.com

customer care
T    +1 800 447 2273

 (8:00AM - 6:00PM MST)

E    CustomerCare@ihsmarkit.com

Modules built  
for how, where, 
and when you’ll 
use them 

AccuMap is the 
industry’s trusted 
mapping solution 
to help you 
find opportunities, 
and make 
critical business 
decisions faster

Base Module: Additional Modules:

 ‒ General culture data:
 ‒ survey grid
 ‒ roads
 ‒ rivers
 ‒ towns

 ‒ Well status and locations:
 ‒ bottom hole
 ‒ surface hole

 ‒ Well license information

 ‒ Basic production information

 ‒ Geology
 ‒ Production History
 ‒ Core Analyses
 ‒ Correlation Module
 ‒ Directional Surveys
 ‒ Drill Stem Test Data & Images
 ‒ Fluid Analyses
 ‒ Frac
 ‒ Gas Analyses and Pressures
 ‒ Land
 ‒ Land Text
 ‒ Historical Land Sales

 ‒ Enhanced Pipelines  
and Facilities

 ‒ Low Pressure Gas Pipelines
 ‒ Field, Pool & Unit Boundaries
 ‒ Seismic Location Data
 ‒ Energy Documents
 ‒ Oil & Gas Incident Manager
 ‒ Transportation and 

Infrastructure Data
 ‒ Well Spacing

Geology 
Combine your experience and insight with the ability to customize 
your contours to clearly visualize your areas of interest and quickly 
develop the map you need for presentation.

Land 
IHS Markit continues to invest in the quality of our information 
through additional Open Crown layers and Saskatchewan 
Freehold updates. 

Engineering
 ‒ Customize AccuMap to display your data in mixed units 

and see your depths in metric and your production in imperial.  
 ‒ Choose the Production Graph that best fits your workflow and  

easily add a simple Decline Analysis curve.  
 ‒ AccuMap has expanded its graphing capabilities with a gas  

material balance graph. 
 ‒ The 2D well profile viewer allows you to quickly assess your 

wellbore including digital logs, tops and completions.
 ‒ The Frac module gives you access to critical data that provides 

insight into historical well completions.


